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Windows 

10 

Scorecard

 Microsoft has released version 1803, ie, April 2018

 Windows 10 now has more than 700 million users

 Goal was a billion users by now so slightly behind

 Windows 10 is now the leading OS in world

 Windows 7 is slowly decreasing (mainly companies 
still using it)

 Apple MacOS has about 5% share worldwide



April 2018 Update Highlights

Biggest 
Feature is 
“Timeline”

This is a 
“time 

machine” 
for the last 

30 days

Allows you 
to pick up 
where you 

left of, 
anywhere 
in the last 
30 days



What Happens with Windows-Tab,

aka Task View

That option still displays 
icons for all running 

apps, but version 1803 
lets you browse 

through a rich history 
as well, with the option 
to sync activities from 

multiple devices.

Activity icons show 
documents you 

opened in supported 
apps, including Office 
programs and Adobe 

Creative Cloud, as 
well as web pages you 

opened using a 
supported browser. 
(For now, that's only 

Microsoft Edge.)



Task View (Windows-Tab)

A search box in the upper 
right lets you filter this list to 

zero in on an activity.

To control or turn off this 
feature, go to Settings > 
Privacy > Activity History. 

There, you'll find two 
check boxes. 

One turns off activity 
history for the current PC; 
the other disables activity 
sharing across Windows 10 

PCs that are signed into 
the same account



April 2018 Update

 First, there are additional options to warn that the 

update is about to be installed, with options to 

schedule the installation for a convenient time.

 (Unfortunately you need Windows 10 Pro to get all the  

options)

 Second, most of the update takes place in the 

background, which means that the visible part will 

take less time and allow you to get back to work 

more quickly.



April 2018 Update

Control Panel 
being phased 

out (slowly)

Settings has 
been 

improved 
constantly; 

you need to 
check it with 
each update



Some Places to Get Good Info:

PCmag.com; Ed Bott (ZD Net);

PCworld.com; TechRepublic

 https://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2488631,00.asp

 https://www.zdnet.com/article/windows-10-after-three-years-a-
greatly-improved-report-card/

 https://www.pcworld.com/article/3263792/windows/windows-10-
spring-creators-update-best-hidden-features.html

 https://www.techrepublic.com/article/windows-10-spring-
creators-update-a-cheat-sheet/

https://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2488631,00.asp
https://www.zdnet.com/article/windows-10-after-three-years-a-greatly-improved-report-card/
https://www.pcworld.com/article/3263792/windows/windows-10-spring-creators-update-best-hidden-features.html
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/windows-10-spring-creators-update-a-cheat-sheet/


Security Scorecard
Many good free antivirus programs available 
(try Avast first)

Rita and Bob and I love Malwarebytes

We also like Norton programs

Windows Defender will turn on its AV when 
needed; does not interfere with Malwarebytes

PC Magazine says best combination is 
Malwarebytes plus Windows Defender



Browser Scorecard in 2018

 Google’s Chrome browser is the world’s favorite 
with more than ~58 % market share

 Chrome was first released in September 2008 so 

rise has been very fast

 Microsoft Edge now has about 5 % share 

 However, on Windows 10, it is higher

 Firefox is next, followed by Opera (from Norway)

 Also some Chinese browsers; plus Samsung



Improvements to Edge

Very fast, 

ahead of 

Chrome and 

Firefox

01
Better battery 

life than 

competition

02
Improved user 

interface in 

many places

03
Much easier 

to set Startup 

pages

04
Extensions are 

expanding 

and available 

on Microsoft 

Store

05



Conclusion (for me, at least)

 Windows 10 is best OS Microsoft has ever produced

 Software as a Service, with incremental updates, 
has improved substantially in the three years

 Microsoft seems to be listening to its customers very 
well

 PC market will be up slightly in 2018, due mainly to 
Windows 10 and the versatility of Windows designs

 Desktops, laptops, convertibles and tablets to 
choose from

 Pricing competition has made buying a new 
computer very easy


